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SUMMARY 

The bees' spontaneous preferences toward various black-and-white patterns were studied using a 
multiple-choice test procedure. The patterns are presented on vertical planes, and the bees' choices at a 
fixed distance from the patterns are recorded. To exclude a possible influence of the bees' previous 
experience with natural flowers, the bees are trained to randomized checkerboard patterns prior to testing 
them with sets of other patterns. We find that, when the test patterns are of the same kind, but differ in 
their spatial frequencies, the bees prefer low over high frequencies. However, when the patterns differ in 
type, the bees express, regardless of spatial frequency, a positive preference for patterns containing 
radiating elements, and a negative preference for patterns containing circular elements or elements 
arranged at random. We find, in addition, that symmetrical patterns are more attractive than less 
symmetrical or non-symmetrical patterns. We propose that bees respond innately to some features of 
natural flowers, resulting in a spontaneous preference for radiating, as well as symmetrical patterns. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shape perception in honeybees has been examined for 
many decades by one of two different experimental 
approaches. The majority of the studies (reviewed by 
Wehner 1981) exploited the bee's excellent learning 
capacity, i.e. bees were trained to collect sugar water 
from a particular pattern, and were then tested by 
giving them a choice between that pattern and others 
that differed from the trained pattern in one parameter 
or another. The earlier training experiments were 
conducted using patterns presented on a horizontal 
plane, and the criterion for choosing a pattern was the 
bees landing on it. This procedure suffers from two 
major disadvantages. First, when a pattern is presented 
on a horizontal plane, its appearance depends on the 
direction from which the bee arrives. The bee is 
therefore unable to store any particular idetic (photo
graphic) image of the pattern, nor any particular 
orientation of contours, and can use only space
invariant cues. Secondly, at the instant of landing 
(which was the criterion for the bee's choice), the bee 
is too near to the pattern to perceive its global 
appearance, and can use only local cues. · 

The results of these studies indeed show that, under · 
these conditions, the bees do not discriminate between 
closed shapes such as squares and triangles (von Frisch 
1915; Hertz 1930; Manning 1957), but they dis-
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cnmmate very well between patterns that differ in 
their degree of disruption (contour density) (von Frisch 
1915; Hertz 1930; Zerrahn 1934). The principal 
parameter used in pattern discrimination was found to 
be the amount of contour per unit area of the pattern, 
and thus the pattern's spatial frequency (Zerrahn 
1934; von Frisch 1965). 

The second method for investigating pattern dis
crimination is to look at the insect's spontaneous 
preferences for various pattern parameters. Measuring 
spontaneous preferences is a very useful method for 
studying the performance of animals that cannot be 
trained to a particular stimulus, such as flies (Reichardt 
1973), crickets (Campan & Lacoste 1971), and beetles 
(Varju 1976; Dafni 1991) (for further references, see 
Wehner 1981, Table 4). In the bee, which can easily be 
trained to associate a particular stimulus with a food 
reward, investigations involving spontaneous pre
ferences have been conducted less frequently than 
training experiments. The usual procedure was to train 
bees to collect sugar water at a site that was not 
associated with any particubr pattern, and then give 
them, at the same site, a choice among various patterns 
that were all novel to the bees (Hertz 1930; Free 1970; 
Anderson 1977). The patterns were, again, presented 
on a horizontal plane, with landing as the choice 
criterion, and thus the same problems arise as in the 
discrimination experiments mentioned above. In ad
dition, 'spontaneous' pattern preferences measured in 
this way are not neccessarily truly spontaneous, 
because the bees' previous experience with natural 
flowers (that cannot be controlled) might have already 
led to learning particular pattern parameters, reflected 
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in the later tests. Nonetheless, experiments using the 

two different methods have rendered compiementary 

results. It was shown that a spontaneous preference 

toward a particular pattern parameter leads to a better 

and faster learning of that parameter in. training 

experiments, and that patterns that have previously 

been shown to be unatttractive are hardly learned even 

during a long training (von Frisch 1915; Hertz 1930; . 

Zerrahn 1934). In all of these studies, bees were shown 

to spontaneously prefer disrupted patterns (patterns of 

high spatial frequency) over less disrupted ones, which 

was in agreement with the results of the training 

experiments. The experimental data thus validated the 

so-called flicker-theory of shape perception already 

proposed by Exner (1876), based on the anatomy of 
the compound eye. This theory says that pattern 

discrimination in insects is governed by temporal 

rather than spatial parameters. When the bee 

approaches the pattern and lands on it, a larger 

amount of contours per unit area of the pattern 

produces a higher flicker frequency (of' on' and 'off' 

stimulation) at the bee's eye than do coarser patterns. 
The flicker theory of insect vision persisted for 

several decades. In his famous monograph, Karl von 

Frisch ( 1965, p. 494) explains the bees' performance in 

pattern discrimination tasks by saying: 'The mere 

spatial proximity is not of such great consequence as for 

us, but rather the continually changing pattern of the 
alternation of light and darkness' (the author's own 

translation of the German text). Even in the seventies 

it was still argued that 'the order of attractiveness of 

patterns can be predicted from the smallest flicker 

interval and the number of such intervals (the 

frequency of encountering them).' (Anderson 1977, p. 

86). We note that the data show that this is true for 

landing bees. 
Although the flicker theory was very adequate to 

explain the early results obtained with patterns 

presented on a horizontal plane, it could not account 

for the results of later studies conducted by Wehner 

using patterns presented on a vertical plane. In 

Wehner's experimental setup (first introduced by 

Wehner & Lindauer 1966), the bee could approach the 

pattern from only one well-defined direction, and thus 

the spatial relation between the bee's eye and the 

pattern was fairly constant. Using this method, Wehner 

showed that bees store an idetic (i.e. photographic, 

template-like) image of the pattern (Wehner l972a, 

1981; see also Gould 1986), and discriminate well even 

between patterns that do not differ in their spatial 

frequency, but rather in other parameters, such as the 

orientation of contours (Wehner 1972 b), the overlap of 

areas (Wehner 1972a; see also Cruse 1972), or their 

position in the visual field (Wehner 1972a, b, 1981). 

Wehner's criterion for the bees' choices was the bees 

landing on the opening of a tube in the centre of the 

pattern. 
Over the last few years, a number of studies 

conducted in Canberra, again using patterns presented 

on vertical planes, employed an Y-maze setup, first 

introduced by Srinivasan & Lehrer (1988), that 

enables to measure the bees' choices between two 

patterns viewed at some distance, i.e. before the bee has 
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had a chance to approach one of the patterns and land 

on it. Using this setup in training experiments, it was 

shown that, for pattern discrimination at some dis

tance, bees use global, rather than local features of the 

pattern (Zhang et al. 1992). In most of this work, the 

spatial orientation of contours was the only parameter 

offered to the bees. It was shown that the predominant 

orientation of contours, irrespective of pattern, is used 

efficiently in pattern discrimination tasks (Van 

Hateren et al. 1990; Sri.nivasan et al. 1993; Srinivasan 

et al. 1994). 
The experiments described in the present study were 

conducted using a modified version of the Y-maze, 

with 12 compartments, rather than two. Thus, our 

experiments involve multiple-choice, rather than dual

choice tests. Multiple-choice tests have the advantage 

that a particular parameter can be varied along a 

continuum in a single test, or several parameters can be 

tested simultaneously, and thus the bees' responses to 

them can be compared directly. Multiple-choice tests 

have already been employed in earlier studies on the 

bees' spontaneous pattern preferences (Hertz 1930; 

Anderson 1977). Our experiments differ, however, 
from the earlier studies in four respects: (i) we use 

patterns placed on vertical planes, thus expecting the 

bees' spontaneous preferences to be directed toward 
spatial rather than temporal parameters; (ii) we 

measure the choices made at some distance from the 

pattern, thus testing global rather than local para

meters; (iii) we use patterns with no predominant or 

average orientation of contours, and thus this par

ameter cannot be used as a cue; and (iv) prior to 

testing the bees with sets of novel patterns, we train 

them to a set of particular patterns (see below), rather 

than to a site where no pattern is present, thus 

eliminating the possibility that the bees might use 

previous experience with natural flowers in the task. It 
has already been shown that bees trained to a new 

colour (Menzel 1969) or a new shape (Lehrer, 

unpublished results) 'forget' the colour or shape they 

have learned during a previous training. In subsequent 

discrimination tests, they use only the parameter they 

have learned recently, and not the one they had 

learned in the preceding training. 
The patterns we use for training the bees are 

checkerboards, i.e. patterns that do not resemble 

natural flowers in any respect. In addition, to act 

against the bees' spontaneous preference for high

frequency patterns (see above), we randomize the 

spatial frequency of the checkerboard patterns through
out the training, i.e. the bees are trained to a mixture 

of fine and coarse patterns. We randomiz~, in addition, 

the orientation of contours contained in the checker

board patterns, because this is another parameter that 

bees have been shown to use in pattern discrimination 

tasks (see above). The method of randomizing a 

particular parameter and thus forcing the bees to use a 

different one has already been successfully employed in 

experiments investigating the use of motion cues, 

rather than size cues, in the task of distance estimation 

(Lehrer et al. 1988; Srinivasan et al. 1989). Thus, in the 

present study we are as near as possible to looking at 

the bees' truly spontaneous pattern preferences. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. (a) General view of the experimental apparatus in the training situation. One of the 12 compartments has 
a checkerboard pattern placed on the back wall. A feeder containing sucrose solution was placed in a dark box behind 
the pattern. The access to the feeder was through a tube in the centre of the pattern. The other 11 compartments 
displayed white paper and offered no reward. The apparatus rested on a turntable and was rotated about its centre 
at regular intervals. (b) The six checkerboard patterns used in a semi-random succession during training and between 
tests. In the tests, with no reward present, each of the 12 compartments had a pattern placed on its back wall, as 
specified in the text. The criterion for a choice was the bees entering a compartment. 

2. METHODS 

The experimental apparatus (figure 1 a) was placed 
outdoors in the garden of the Centre for Visual 
Sciences in Canberra, about 20 m from the hive from 
which the experimental bees were recruited. To protect 
it from direct sunlight, the apparatus was placed under 
a roof anci was screened against south, east and west. 
This measure was taken to ensure that no conspicuous 
shadows were present within the apparatus that could 
have influenced the bees' preferences (see Hoefer & 
Lindauer 1976). 

The apparatus consisted of 12 compartments open
ing upon a central circular arena. In the centre of the 
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back wall of each compartment there was a hole 
(20 mm in diameter) with a short plexiglass tube 
penetrating it, protruding about 10 mm to both sides 
(front and back) of the wall. Each of the patterns used 
had a similar hole in its centre and could thus be 
mounted on the tube in any of the 12 compartments. 
During training, 11 compartments each displayed a 
plain white disc (24 cm in diameter). The tubes 
associated with these compartments were closed from 
the back by means of black paper. The twelfth 
compartment had a black-and-white checkerboard 
pattern (24 cm x 24 cm) placed on its back wall. The 
tube associated with the checkerboard pattern led to a 
dark reward box placed behind the back wall (not 
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visible in figure 1 a), containing a feeder with sucrose 
solution. Bees were trained to enter the apparatus and 
collect a reward of sugar water from the reward box. 

The checkerboard associated with the reward was 
one of six checkerboards of different spatial frequencies 
and different orientations of contours (figure l b), used 
in a semi-random succession throughout the training. 
Thus, the bees were attracted neither to a particular 
spatial frequency, nor to a particular orientation of 
contours, nor to a radiating pattern or a radially 
symmetrical one. The position of the rewarded com
partment was altered at regular intervals by rotating 
the turntable on which the apparatus rested, so the 
bees could not rely on a particular location and were 
forced to look for the pattern. Over a period of several 
weeks, several groups of 6-10 bees, all individually 
marked, were trained in this way. Each rewarded visit 
of each bee was recorded. 

Testing commenced after the bees had made about 
50 rewarded visits to the apparatus. Prior to each test, 
the checkerboard pattern and the reward box were 
removed, and the tube leading to it was replaced by a 
fresh (unscented) one. This tube was closed from the 
back, similar to all of tile other tubes. In the tests, a disc 
(24 cm in diameter) ca~rying a black-and-white pat
tern (exceptions will be stated) was attached to the 
back wall of each the 12 compartments. In the majority 
of the tests, four different patterns were used, each 
repeated three times, spread in regular alternation 
among the 12 compartments. In some of the tests, three 
patterns were used, each repeated four times. The 
criterion for a bee's choice was her crossing an 
imaginary line at the entrance to a compartment, at a 
distance of30 cm from the pattern. The bees' entrances 
to the compartments were recorded by two experi
menters simultaneously, each observing 6 of the 12 
compartments for about ten minutes. The apparatus 
was rotated by 90 ° after the first five minutes of the 
test. After the test, the training situation was restored 
and the bees were rewarded at least 10 times prior to 
the next test. Each test was conducted twice, the bees' 
choices being summed over the two tests. 

The percentage of the bees' choices was calculated 
for each test pattern. Under random-choice conditions, 
i.e. when the bees express no preferences for any of the 
patterns, the choice probability of each pattern is 25 % 
when four patterns are presented each in three 
compartments, and 33.3 % when three patterns are 
presented each in four compartments. The distribution 
of choices among the patterns was compared with the 
random choice probability using the chi-square test. 

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(a) Tests with the checkerboard patterns 

Bees trained to the checkerboard patterns as described 
in Methods were first tested'to examine whether they. 
have, indeed, learned the training patterns. In one test 
(fig\lre 2a), the three patterns with square checker
boards were placed each in one compartment, 
separated by three compartments that displayed white 
discs. In a second test (figure 2b), the three patterns 
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with the diagonal checkerboards were tested in the 
same way. In these tests, the results expected under 
random choice conditions are 8.3 % for each checker
board pattern, and 75 % for the nine white com
partments taken together. The results differ very 
significantly from this expectation. The bees clearly 
prefer the compartments containing a pattern over the 
blank compartments. However, the pattern of the 
lowest frequency was chosen more often than the others 
in both cases, despite the fact that all of the 
checkerboard patterns were rewarded equally often 
during the training. We shall return to this finding 
later on. 

In figure 2c, we omitted the two high-frequency 
checkerboards and tested the other four patterns, with 
two blank compartments separating them from one 
another. Again, the preferences for the compartments 
containing a pattern was very significant, and the low 
frequency patterns were preferred over · the high 
frequency ones. 

In figure 2 d, we tested four identical (this time 
circular) checkerboard patterns against four white and 
four grey discs, using the checkerboard that proved to 
be the most attractive pattern in figure 2 c. The grey 
discs were composed of tiny black dots printed on white 
paper, taking care that black and white were at a ratio 
ofl: 1 (50 % white, 50 % black), as in the checkerboard 
patterns. The choice frequency for the checkerboard 
pattern is, again, significantly higher than the random
choice probability. In addition, the white discs are 
preferred over the grey discs. 
· Three conclusions can be dra"'.'n from these results: 
(i) the bees have learned the patterns to which they 
have been trained; (ii) the bees prefer less disrupted 
checkerboards to more disrupted ones, i.e. they prefer 
low rather than high spatial frequencies; and (iii) even 
the most disrupted checkerboards are resolved by the 
bees (because, had these patterns appeared grey, the 
bees would have chosen the grey disc in figure 2 d as 
often as the checkerboard, or at least more often than 
the white disc, but they did not). It is important that 
the bees have learned the checkerboard patterns, 
because, in the subsequent tests, we shall test their 
preferences for patterns that do not resemble checker
boards. 

(b) Tests with different arrangements of bars 

In the tests shown in figure 3 a-d, each of the four test 
patterns contained the same number (12 in (a, b), 8 in 
(c, d)) of black bars of equal size, but they differed in the 
arrangement of the bars. In figure 3a, the bees 
preferred the pattern with bars radiating from a circle 
in the centre of the disc over the one with bars 
radiating from a square, and the latter over a pattern 
with bars arranged on circles. The least attractive 
pattern in this test was the one in which the. bars were 
arranged at random. A pattern containing radiating 
bars is also preferred over patterns containing bars of 
two perpendicular orientations, arranged in different 
ways (figure 3b). The results of figure 3b show, in 
addition, that bees prefer a radially symmetrical 
pattern over patterns with a lower degree of symmetry. 
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xi xi xi x9 
(a) 

~--0 n=223 
p < 10-4 

26.5% 22.9% 19.3% 31.4% 
xi xi xi x9 

(b) 

mm •o n=209 
p < 10-4 

20.1 % 19.6 % 12.1 % 48.3% 
xi xi xi xi x9 

m~mno 
(c) 

n=548 
p < 10-4 

23.8% 21.0% 17.6 % 13.8 % 23.8% 

x4 x4 x4 (d)e o 
n=481 -4 
p < 10 

55.2% 27.7% 17.1 % 
Figure 2. Results of tests examining the bees' learning performance. Here as well as in figures 3-9, n denotes the total 
number of choices. The percentage of choices scored by each pattern is shown below the pattern. The p-values are 
results of chi-square tests comparing the test results with the random-choice probability, using absolute values of 
observed and expected choices. In (a) and (b), the three square and the three diagonal checkerboards, respectively, 
are tested against nine white discs. Random-choice probability is 8.3 % for each checkerboard, and 75 % for the nine 
white discs taken together. In (c), the high-frequency patterns were omitted and the four other checkerboards were 
tested against eight white discs. The results show that the bees have learned the patterns to which they have been 
trained, and that low-frequency patterns are preferred over high-frequency ones. In (l'J, a low-frequency 
checkerboard pattern, presented in four different compartments, is tested against four white and four grey discs. 
Random-choice probability is 33.3 ofo for each of the three patterns. The grey pattern is the least preferred one, 
showing that the high-frequency checkerboards (see (a) and (b)) do not appear grey to the bees, i.e. they are 
resolvable. 

In figure 3 c, each of the four test patterns contained 
four radiating and four tangential bars, arranged in 
different ways. The bees preferred the pattern with 
eight planes of symmetry over all of the other patterns. 
However, the bilaterally symmetrical pattern (second 
from the left) and the asymmetrical pattern (third from 
the left), containing a group of three neighbouring 
radiating bars, were similarly attractive. This result 
suggests that the presence of a conspicuous group of 
radiating bars is at least as important as symmetry. 
The least attractive pattern in this experiment was the 
asymmetrical pattern (at the right) containing two 
pairs of radiating bars, separated by a tangential bar. 
In figure 3d, a radially symmetrical arrangement of 
eight radiating bars is successively transformed into a 
circular arrangement of the same bars by changing 
(from left to right) the orientation of two, four, or all of 
the bars. Although the pattern to the extreme left and 
the one to the extreme right are equally symmetrical, 

· the pattern with radiating bars is much more attractive 
than the circular arrangement of the bars. The bees 
clearly distinguish well between these two types of 
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pattern. Thus, the bees' spontaneous preferences are 
directed toward patterns contammg radiating 
elements, as well as toward symmetrical patterns, but 
the former parameter is more important than the 
latter. 

(c) Tests with different numbers of bars 

In the next experiment, radial and circular bar 
patterns were examined separately, this time by 
varying the number of the bars within each set of four 
test patterns (figure 4a, b). The results show, first of all, 
that training to the checkerboards, in which the total 
amount of black area ( 50 %) was much larger than in 
the test patterns, did not result in a preference for the 
pattern that contained the largest total amount of 
black area. The pattern with the largest nu111'ber of 
bars is not the most attractive one. Neither, ( owever, 
is the pattern with the smallest number of bars. In both 
cases, the bees prefer the pattern containing six bars. It 
is possible that the preference for six· bars oriented in 
three directions separated by 60 ° is related to the 
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(a) 

32.4% 26.6% 

(b) 

32.2% 26.8% 

(c) - -
34.5% 22.1 % 

(d) 

32.6% 22.8% 

22.9% 18.1 % 

24.9% 16.1 % 

24.5% 18.9 % 

22.1 % 22.4% 

n=69I 
p <10-4 

n=481 
p <10-4 

n=931-4 
p < 10 

n=990 
-4 

p < 10 

Figure 3. (a-cf) Tests with sets of four patterns (each presented in three compartments) containing equal numbers of 
equally-sized bars. Random~choice probability for each pattern is 25 %. The results reveal a preference for radiating 
bars and symmetrical arrangements of bars over random, circular and asymmetrical arrangements of bars. 

(a) 

22.2% 32.9% 

(b) 

26.7% 31.2% 

21.4 % 23.5% 

0 
21.4 % 20.7% 

n=1009 
-4 

p < 10 

n=l 113 
p < 10 

Figure 4. (a, b) Tests with sets of four patterns (each presented in three compartments) containing variable numbers 
of bars. Radiating (a) and circular arrangements of bars (b) are tested separately. In both cases, the bees prefer the 
pattern containing six bars. See text for comments. 

hexagonal geometry of the bee's facetted eye. Based on 
a series of training experiments, Srinivasan et al. ( 1993) 
postulated the existence of three filters tuned to these 
three orientations. In the present context, however, it 
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suffices to state that the bees' preferences include some 
subtle properties of the pattern that are independent of 
contour density. 
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(a) 
n=609 
P <IO -4 

35.5% 27.9% 15.6% 21.0% 

(b) 

n=661 
p <10-4 

39.9% 26.5% 20.7% 12.9% 

x4 x4 x4 

(c) 

n=460 
p < 10-4 

62.4 % 25.2% 12.4 % 
x4 x4 x4 

(d) 
n=429 
p < I0-4 

50.4 % 30.5% 19.1 % 

(e) 

n=682 
p < 10-4 

33.3% 23.5% 18.7% 24.5% 

(f) 

n=741 
p < 10 -..f 

36.7% 24.4 % 21.5 % 17.4 % 
Figure 5. (a, b) ana (e,f): Tests with sets of four patterns (each presented in three compartments) that differ neither 
in type nor in the ratio of black and white areas, but rather in their spatial frequency. The bees consistently prefer 
low-frequency over high-frequency patterns (see also figure 2). In (c) and (tf), the high frequency patterns used in (a) 
and (b), respectively, were tested against white and grey discs, each of the patterns presented in four compartments. 
The results show that the high-frequency patterns are resolvable to the bees. 

(d) Tests with patterns of different spatial 
frequency 

The patterns shown in figure 5 a, b were 50 % black, 
as were the training patterns. In these two experiments, 
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the patterns did not differ in type, but rather in their 
degree of disruption. In both cases, the most attractive 
pattern was the one with the lowest spatial frequency, 
as was already the case in the tests with the 
checkerboard patterns (see figure 2). This was certainly 
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(a) 

37.8% 26.8% 21.4 % 

(b) 

41.9% 21.6% 22.1 % 
x4 x4 

(c) 

59.5% 21.3% 

(d) 

37.1 % 28.7% 16.0% 

14.0% 

14.4 % 
x4 

19.2% 

18.2% 

n=964 
p < 10-4 

n=960 
p < 10·4 

n=69l 
p < 10-4 

n=273 
-4 

p < 10 

Figure 6 (a--d') Tests pitting different typeS of pattern against one another. In (a) and (b), four patterns were used, 
each presented in three compartments. In (c), three patterns were used, each presented in four compartments. All of 
the patterns contain 50 % black and 50 % white areas. Radial sectors are preferred over all of the other types of 
pattern, irrespective of spatial frequency. In (d'), four patterns were offered, with two white compartments to either 
side of each. Two of the patterns were constructed of coloured papers as indicated. The rationale behind this test is 
explained the text. 

not due to the bees' failure to resolve the finest patterns 
from the decision distance, because, when tested 
against homogeneous grey and white discs, these 
patterns were not confused with the grey discs (figure 
5c, d'). 

We obtained a clear preference for low-frequency 
patterns even when we used linear gratings, regardless 
of whether the contours were oriented horizontally or 
vertically (figure 5e,j). All of these results are in 
contrast to the earlier work (see §1) from which it was 
concluded that the bees' spontaneous preferences are 
directed toward high-frequency patterns. We shall 
return to this point in the Discussion. 

(e) Pitting different types of patterns against one 
another 

When the checkerboard patterns used during the 
training, and the three types of patterns used in figure 
5 are pitted against one another, the radial grating is 
preferred over all of the other patterns (inclu(iing the 
training pattern). This is regardless of whether the low
frequency patterns (figure 6a), or the high-frequency 
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patterns are used (figure 6b). We conclude that 
radiating sectors are innately attractive to the bees. In 
both cases, the least attractive pattern was the ring 
pattern. Even the radial grating with the finest sectors, 
which was not the most attractive pattern in figure 5a, 
was strongly preferred over the ring pattern that was 
the most attractive in figure 5b (figure 6c). The bees 
seem to distinguish well between radiating sectors and 
ring patterns regardless of spatial frequency. The 
possibility that the ring pattern is least attractive due to 
training to the checkerboards must be dismissed, 
because, in a control experiment, we obtained similar 
results from bees trained to a black disc (not .(hown) . 

Although the bees have clearly learned the checker
board pattern (see figure 2 d'), their preference for the 
sectored disc even in the presence of this pattern (figure 
6a-c, see also figure 7 b, c below) might suggest that 
training was not as effective as we had hoped, i.e. the 
bees might have still retained some preferences learned 
during earlier experience with natural flowers. We 
therefore conducted another test, giving the bees a 
choice among four patterns, two of which were 
coloured (figure 6 d'). If training to the checkerboards 
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(a) 
n=226 
P < 5xl0-3 

35.4% 23.3% 21.3% 20.0% 

(b) 

n=691 
p < 10·4 

36.4% 25.8% 19.7% 18.1% 

(c) 

n=1077 
P<l0-4 

37.1 % 24.5% 20.7% 17.6% 

(d) 

n=960 
P< 10-4 

38.0 % 26.7% 14.9% 20.4% 

(e) 

n=838 
,, < 10-4 

20.4% 28.8% 28.8% 22.0% 
Figure 7. (u.d) Tests with sets of four patterns (each presented in three compartments) differing in both the type 0f 
pattern and the ratio of black and white areas. The results show that radial sectors are more attractive than radiating 
bar patterns. In (e), four different types of six-bar ar~angements were pitted against one another. See text for 
comments. 

had not extinguished previous preferences, then the 
bees would be expected to be attracted to the coloured 
patterns, because flower colour is a very effective cue. 
When bees are trained to a black-and-white striped 
rectangle and a coloured rectangle offered simul
taneously, they prefer the coloured stimulus over the 
achromatic pattern when the two stimuli are pitted 
against each other (Collett 1994). In the test shown in 
figure 6d, however, the bees displayed no preference 
toward the coloured patterns; the best preferred 
pattern was now the checkerboard. This result suggests 
that training to the checkerboards has eliminated 
previously learned preferences. 

From the experiments using bar patterns (see figure 
3) we concluded that radiating bars are more attractive 
than any other arrangement of bars. From figure 6 we 
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concluded that radiating sectors are more attractive 
than any other type of pattern containing 50 % black 
areas. We now test the bees' choice behaviour when 
radial sectors and radiating bar patterns are presented 
simultaneously (figure 7 a-d). 

The results show that radial sectors are more 
attractive than radiating bar patterns. The patterns 
with 12 radiating bars, which were the most attractive 
ones in figure 3, are the least attractive in figures 7 a, 
b. Even the pattern with six bars, that was the most 
attractive pattern in figure 4, is less attractive than the 
radial sectors (figure 7 c). Using a pattern with six 
sectors and three different types of radiating six-bars 
patterns (figure 7 d), we again find a strong preference 
for the radial sectors (see also §4). 

The results of figure 7 d lead to another interesting 
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(a) 

n=847 
p < 10 

-4 

30.2% 27.3% 23.0% 19.5% 

(b) 

n=l22l 
p < 10 

31.4 % 28.6% 21.5% 18.6% 

(c) 

n=l061 
p < 10-4 

30.7% 26.8% 24.0% 18.5 o/o 
Figure 8. (a-c) Tests with sets of four patterns (each presented in three compartments), two of which display bilateral 
symmetry about a vertical line (dorsoventral bilateral symmetry), and two about a horizontal line (transversal 
bilateral symmetry). Random-choice probability for each pair is 50%. Dorsoventral bilateral symmetry is preferred 
in all thr~e cases. 

finding: it seems that radiating bars are more attractive 
when they extend into the peripheral portions of the 
pattern than when they are placed nearer to the centre 
of the pattern (see also figure 9b). This is more 
specifically tested in figure 7 e, using patterns with six 
equally-sized bars. We find that the radiating pattern 
placed at the centre of the figure is not as attractive as 
the two patterns in which the bars are placed farther 
away from the centre. In this test, the pattern with bars 
placed on a circle near the perimeter of the disc is not 
less attractive than the radiating pattern placed at the 
centre. This finding will be pursued in more detail in 
future experiments, and we shall not discuss it any 
further in the present paper. 

({) Tests with bilaterally symmetrical patterns 

All of the results presented up to now suggest that 
the bee is innately attracted to patterns that resemble 
natural flowers in that they contain radiating elements, 
analogous to the petals of natural flowers. Radially 
symmetrical radiating patterns prove to be particularly 
attractive, but circular patterns, although equally 
symmetrical, are not attractive. Natural flowers, 
indeed, rarely possess round boundaries. However, not 
all natural flowers display radial symmetry. Many 
possess, instead, dorsoventral bilateral symmetry (i.e. 
symmetry about a vertical line). Dafni (1994) 
examined 981 flower species in the flora of South Africa 
and Israel with respect to their symmetry and found 
that 58 % of the species are radially symmetrical, and 
42 % are bilaterally symmetrical. 

To examine the bees' response to bilaterally sym
metrical patterns, we now isolate the parameter 
'radiating elements' from the parameter 'symmetry' 
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by presenting the bees with four patterns containing 
the same number of radiating elements (figure 8a-c). 
In each of the three experiments, two of the patterns 
display a dorsoventral bilateral symmetry, and two a 
transversal symme'try. In all three cases, the bees prefer 
the former over the latter. Thus, again, the bees express 
an innate preference towards flower-like patterns. 

(g) Tests with clustered arrangements of bars 

It is trivial to assume that the global features of a 
pattern viewed from a distance can only be detected 
when the pattern is large enough to allow the resolution 
of such features. To overcome this difficulty, many 
plants have evolved, instead of large flowers, in
florescences consisting of many small flowers arranged 
in clusters to attract pollinator~ even from a distance. 
If the bees' preference is indeed related to the 
appearance of natural flowers, as we have proposed 
above, then we would expect the bees to prefer clusters 
of small elements over an unclustered arrangement of 
the same elements. In addition, we would expect the 
bees to prefer a larger number of clusters over a smaller 
one. The next set of tests was designed to test these 
expectations. 

We now trained bees to a single small horizontal bar 
(figure 9 a), rather than to the checkerboard patterns 
used before. Training to a single small element acts 
against a preference for a cluster composed of several 
small elements that we intend to offer in the tests, as 
well as against the preference for a large number of 
clusters. 

In figure 9b, all of the test patterns had six bars 
radiating from the centre of the disc. The four patterns 
differ in the size (length and width) of the bars. The 
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(a) Train 

(b) 

29.9% 26.7% 21.6% 

(c) 

29.1 % 28.8% 19.9% 

(d) 

31.8% 27.5% 21.8% 

(e) 

36.9% 23.7% 19.6% 

22.5 °/o 

22.2% 

18.9 % 

19.8% 

n=931 
-4 

P< 10 

n=481 
P< 10 

-4 

n=691 
P< 10 

-4 

n=990-4 
P< 10 

Figure 9. Bees trained to a single small horizontal bar (a) were tested with clusters of bars (b-e). The results show that 
large patterns are more attractive than smaller ones ( b), and that a greater number of clusters is more attractive than 
a small number (c, d). The shape of the clusters is important as well: (e) the bees prefer clusters ofradiating bars over 
ones with parallel bars, or with a random arrangement of bars. 

results show that the pattern is the more attractive the 
larger it is, despite the fact that the bees were trained 
to a small bar. 

We proceed by using flower-like clusters of six bars, 
each being a miniature reproduction of the pattern 
shown in figure 9b. When given a choice among one, 
two, three and four such 'flowers', the bees prefer 
targets with three or four over such with only one or 
two, regardless of the arrangement of the flowers 
within the disc (figure 9c, rf). In a further test (figure 
9e), the pattern with four flowers was strongly preferred 
over a pattern with the same number (24) of equally
sized single bars arranged randomly (using the same 
three orientations of bars as in the flower pattern), as 
well as over four clusters composed of parallel bars, 
with the bars running either horizontally or vertically. 
The total amount of black areas was the same in all of 
the four patterns used in this test. (The preference for 
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the horizontal bars over the vertical ones is certainly a 
consequence of training the bees to a horizontal bar, 
see figure 9a.) This experiment demonstrates, again, 
the bees' preference for radiating elements. 

We conclude from the results of figure 9 that: (i) 
clusters of elements are more attractive than an 
unclustered arrangement of the same elements; (ii) a 
large number of clusters is more attractive than a small 
number of clusters; and (iii) the global shape of single 
clusters plays a role in the bees' preferences. Thus, 
again, bees prefer flower-like pattern parameters. 

(h) Preferences at a distance versus preferences at 
a close range 

The flicker theory formulated by Exner ( 1876) was 
supported by data from landing bees (see §1), without 
testing whether or not the discrimination parameters 
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(a) 

entrances: 84 
landings: 0 
touchings: 0 

(b) 

entrances: 127 
landings: 0 
touchings: 5 

(c) 

entrances: 91 
landings: 2 
touchings: 15 

entrances: 58 
landings: 44 
touchings: 18 

entrances: 82 
landings: 1 
touchings: 0 

entrances: 96 
landings: 2 
touchings: 13 

Figure 10. (a-c) Dual-choice tests after training bees to the 
checkerboard patterns. The two test patterns are separated 
by five white compartments on each side. Three different 
choice criteria are used simultaneously: (i) entrances to the 
compartment, as in figures 2-9; (ii) touching the tube in the 
centre of the pattern (see §2); and (iii) landing on the tube. 
The bees readily enter the compartments in all cases, but 
they hardly ever land on the tube associated with a novel 
pattern. Landings occur almost exclusively on the training 
pattern (a). See text for comments. 

depend upon the bee's distance from the pattern. 
Before we criticize the earlier workers for having 
neglected this aspect, however, we must ask whether 
the discrepancies between their results and ours are 
indeed a consequence of the different choice criteria 
used. 

During training, our bees have learned that the 
access to the reward is through the tube in the centre 
of the pattern; they must land on that tube prior to 
each reward. They are, therefore, bound to have 
learned not only the global features of the checkerboard 
as viewed from a distance, and as they approach, but, 
in addition, its local features as viewed at a very close 
range. The test patterns, on the other hand-, are novel 
to the bees with respect to both global and local 
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parameters. We now ask what would have been our 
bees' responses to the test patterns had we measured 
their decisions at a very close distance from the 
patterns, rather than at the threshold to the com
partments. 

We investigated this question by conducting tests in 
which we differentiated among three choice criteria by 
simultaneously recording: (i) the bees' entrances to the 
compartments; (ii) their landings on the tube in the 
centre of the pattern (see §2); and (iii) their touching 
that' tube. Since it was impossible, without using 
several video cameras, to record these three types of 
decisions in all of the 12 compartments simultaneously, 
we presented the bees with only two patterns at a time, 
separated, on each side, by five compartments dis
playing plain white discs. We conducted three such 
experiments, the results of which are shown in figure 
lOa-c. Although the proportions of the entrances are in 
general agreement with our earlier results, touchings 
and landings occur almost exclusively at the tube 
associated with the checkerboard pattern to which the 
bees have been trained (figure lOa). The other (novel) 
patterns are rarely approached close enough for the 
bees to touch or land on the tube, as can be visualized 
in figure 11 that shows flight trajectories of four bees 
(one in figure 11 a, three in figure 11 b) during two 
different tests, each using 12 patterns that are different 
from the training patterns. The drawings are not based 
on filming the bees, because the design of the apparatus 
made filming impossible. Instead, we show trajectories 
in which the bees were flying slowly enough to make it 
possible to record their flight by eye. As soon as the bee 
has approached the test pattern, she recognizes it as 
being different from the training pattern. The bee then 
retreats immediately to try again in another com
partment. 

From the results of figures l 0 and 11 it is clear that 
bees select different pattern parameters depending on 
the distance from which they view the patterns. Zhang 
et al. (1992) have provided further evidence, based on . 
the results of training experiments, to support the idea 
that bees differ in their responses to pattern parameters 
depending on whether they are required to make their 
choices at a close or a farther range. Since, however, all 
of our test results are based on choices done at a 
distance, close-range cues learned during training 
could not have been used by the bees for making their 
decisions. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The present study constitutes the first investigation of 
flying bees' spontaneous pattern preferences towards 
patterns presented on vertical planes, and with the 
criterion a decision at some distance from the patterns. 
Our results differ from those of earlier work in which 
patterns were placed on a horizontal plane and with 
landings as the criterion. 

At first sight, it would seem that the main difference 
between the earlier results (see §1) and ours lies in the 
finding that our bees prefer less disrupted patterns over 
more disrupted ones. However, we do not consider this 
discrepancy to be the main result of our experiments. 
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Figure 11. Flight trajectories of individual bees during two tests (a, b) with patterns that are not identical with the 
checkerboard patterns used during the training. The bees' flight behaviour reveals that they use different cues 
depending on whether they view the pattern at a distance or at a near range. See text for further comments. 

When viewed from some distance, low frequency 
patterns produce higher contrasts than do high 
frequency patterns, a problem that disappears when 
the patte~ns are viewed at a close range. Thus, in our 
experiments, although the high frequency patterns can 
be resolved (see figure 5), the global spatial parameters 
of the patterns are probably more obvious when the 
pattern has coarse features than when it has fine 
features. The bees' preference for radial sectors over 
radial arrangements of bars (see figure 7) can; again, 
be explained by the greater salience of the former: the 
total amount of black area is larger in the sectors than 
in the bars. It has been shown several times that black 
patterns on a white ground are more effective than 
white patterns on a black ground (Schnetter 1968; 
Wehner 1972 b). Thus, larger areas of black would tend 
to make global parameters more obvious. In addition 
(see figure 2 and figure 5a, b, e,j), it is only when the 
global parameter is kept constant among the test 
patterns that the bees prefer the low frequency 
patterns. When different types of global parameters are 
compared with one another, the degree of disruption is 
not important (see figures 3, 4 and 6-8). 

Thus, our main conclusions involve the use of global 
spatial parameters whose attractiveness is independent 
of spatial frequency. The earlier workers, using 
landings as a choice criterium, were unable to discover 
such paramete.rs because their bees had little more 
than temporal cues (i.e. flicker frequency) to rely upon. 
In spontaneous preference tests conducted by Hertz 
(1930), the bees preferred fine checkerboard patterns 
o\·er a \'ariety of other shapes, including such with 
radiating elements. 

(a) The hierarchy of global pattern parameters in 
the bees' spontaneous choice behaviour 

Under our experimental conditions, bees are not 
attracted to a high-frequency contrast generated at the 
eye, but rather to the particular global appearance of 
the pattern. The finding that random arrangements of 
elements are not attractive (see figure 3a and figure 9e) 
again suggests that the bees' spontaneous preferences 
are directed toward well~defined global spatial proper
ties of the pattern. 
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The preference for radial (see figure 3), as well as 
dorsoventral bilateral symmetry (see figure 8), could 
not be demonstrated in the earlier studies, because 
symmetry is a global parameter that can only be 
perceived at some distanc..e from the pattern. It should 
be noted, however, that radially symmetrical patterns 
have often been used in the earlier studies (see reviews 
by von Frisch 1965; Wehner 1981), although the 
earlier workers never set out to investigate system
atically the role that symmetry might play in the bees' 
pattern preferences. 

We find that, despite the bees' obvious preference for 
symmetrical patterns, several further global parameters 
are at least as important. The two global types of 
pattern toward which the bees express a clear positive 
or negative preference, respectively, are radial patterns 
on the one hand, and circular patterns on the other 
hand (see figures 3a, d, 6a-c and 7 a-c), despite the fact 
that both of these types of pattern are highly 
symmetrical. The presence of radiating elements is 
more important than symmetry (see figure 3d). It is 
only when the number of radiating elements does not 
differ among the test patterns that symmetry becomes 
important (see figure 3c and figure 8). 

Further global spatial features prove to be important 
as well. Radial sectors (with 50 % total black area) are 
more attractive than radiating bar patterns (with less 
than 50% total black area, see figure 7). Large 
patterns are more attractive than small ones (see figure 
9b), and patterns containing clustered elements are 
more attractive when the number of clusters is large 
than when it is small (see figure 9 c, d). 

( b) The role of irnage rnotion 

It was shown in an earlier study that freely flying 
bees strive to avoid image motion when they are 
required to discriminate between patterns containing 
different orientations of contours (Lehrer et al. 1985). 
It was also shown that image motion is not necessary in 
a pattern discrimination task (Srinivasan et al. 1993). 
The possibility that our bees spontaneously preferred 
radial sectors and radially symmetrical arrangements 
of radiating bars (see figures 3a, b, d and 6a-c) simply 
because these are the patterns whose contours produce 
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the smallest amount of image motion at the flying bee's 
eye, and thus remain rather constant in their ap
pearance, must be excluded in the light of the results 
shown in figures 8a-c and 9b, c. In all of these tests, the 
bees' preferences cannot be explained by arguing that 
the most attractive patterns are those whose contours 
produce the smallest or the largest amount of image 
motion on the flying bee's eye. 

(c) Spontaneous preference for flower-like patterns 

Our results can be summarized by saying that bees 
innately prefer patterns displaying conspicuous global 
flower-like shape parameters. 

Our finding that bees are innately attracted to 
patterns that resemble natural flowers is closely related 
to the modern theory of adaptive (or selective) 
learning, suggesting that small-brain animals possess 
so-called learning predispositions (Lauer & Lindauer 
1971), and are thus programmed, or prepared, to learn 
cues that are relevant to their needs, but not cues that 
are irrelevant (Gould 1982; Menzel 1985). A strong 
argument for this theory is the finding that there are 
several stimuli that bees· are clearly unable to associate 
with a food reward, although they perceive them and 
react to them in other behavioural contexts. For 
example, bees cannot be trained to discriminate 
between a flickering light of a particular colour and a 
steady light of the same colour presented at the feeding 
place (Srinivasan & Lehrer 1984), despite the fact that 
they clearly perceive flicker, as demonstrated by their 
spontaneous preference for high-frequency flicker 
(Wolf 1933), as well as by the strong, phasic responses 
of the photoreceptors to flickering stimuli (Autrum & 
Stocker 1950). Further, bees are very poor at learning 
a particular orientation of the magnetic field present at 
the feeding site (Walker & Bitterman 1989), although 
they clearly react to magnetic stimuli in the contexts of 
comb building (Lindauer & Martin 1968) and dance 
communication (Martin & Lindauer 1973). Similarly, 
while bees use sounds in the context of dance 
communication (Esch 1964; Michelsen et al. 1986), 
their performance in associating sounds with a food 
reward is rather poor (Towne & Kirchner 1989). 
Finally, in the context of navigation, bees use di
rectional information derived from the polarization 
pattern of the sky (von Frisch 1965), but they cannot 
be trained to a particular E-vector orientation when it 
is used to mark the food source (Lau 1976). Natural 
flowers, indeed, attract pollinators neither by making 
noise, nor by flickering, nor by using magnetic fields or 
particular E vectors. All of these findings suggest that 
some 'knowledge' on what is and what is not relevant 
in a particular behavioural context is innate to the bee. 
In the foraging task, the bees spontaneously prefer 
flower-like shape parameters. 

Although we have looked at pattern preferences only 
in black-and-white, it should by no means be forgotten 
that colour is another strong cue for attracting 
pollinators. It would be far beyond the scope of this 
paper to cite the innumerable studies that have proved 
this. Colours are mainly important in the task of 
discriminating among different flowers. Given the 
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large variety of colours that flowers have evolved, and 
the fact that bees forage at different flower species 
depending on the season, it is unlikely that bees possess 
an innate preference for particular colours. The typical 
shape parameters of flowers, on the other hand, are 
only few, namely size, the number of petals, the 
presence of radiating elements, and radial or bilateral 
symmetry. We have shown that bees are innately 
attracted to these properties and rtject random 
patterns, as well as non-radiating and assymmetrical 
patterns. Our results suggest that flower shape acts 
together with colour as a cue for the bee to identify 
natural food sources. 

Very recent studies have proposed simple 
mechanisms by which two-dimensional spatial para
meters could be recognized in a neurally economical 
way. Even colour discrimination is accomplished with 
the help ofonly three types of broad-band filters, each 
tuned to a particular portion of the spectrum. Based on 
training experiments, Srinivasan et al. ( 1993) proposed 
the existence of filters tuned to three particular 
orientations of contours. It is possible that bees possess, 
in addition, filters tuned to radiating and circular 
shape elements. Such filters would enable the bee to 
use global parameters to discriminate numerous 
patterns with only a small number of specialized 
neurons. 
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